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First published in 1993. This book is intended for managers and occupational
psychologists involved in the selection and assessment of the workforce. It
details the history and development of the use of biographical data for both
recruitment and promotion of employees. Grounded in relevant research
literature, it offers a comprehensive analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of biodata in different contexts. It also includes examples of
applications and recommendations for use, as well as examples of
questionnaires. Written by experts, it represents a wide-ranging review of the
contemporary research in the field. This work will be of interest to students of
business and psychology.
Sound Advice is a valuable resource for college students, beginning teachers,
and experienced conductors of children's choirs. It covers the vast array of skills
needed by today's conductor and will benefit all choir directors who want their
choirs to reach a higher level of artistry. This book will be useful on many levels:
for the college student studying the child voice and elementary teaching
methods; for the teacher beginning to direct choirs in schools, synagogues,
churches and communities; for experienced children's choir directors who wish to
know more about orchestral repertoire for treble voices, conducting an orchestra,
and preparing a children's choir to sing a major work with a professional
orchestra. The underlying educational philosophy is sound; the author sees
development of musicianship through singing as the primary goal of a children's
choir program. This philosophy differs dramatically from the traditional concept of
the conductor as all-knowing and the singers as receptacles. An outstanding
aspect of the book is how the author leads the reader to an understanding of how
to teach musicianship. Developing literacy in the choral setting is a mysterious,
amorphous process to many conductors, but the author clearly outlines this
important process with practical suggestions, well-documented examples, and a
clear reading style which will reach readers on many levels. The comprehensive
repertoire, skill-building sheets, and programs for all types of children's choirs will
provide teachers with immediate and highly valuable resources.
When Johnny Cash died in September 2003, the world mourned the loss of the
greatest country music star of all time. I Walked the Line is the life story of Vivian
Cash, Johnny's first wife and the mother of his four daughters. It is a tale of long-
kept secrets, lies revealed, betrayal and, at last, the truth. Johnny and Vivian
were married for nearly fourteen years. These years spanned Johnny's military
service in Germany, his earliest musical inclinations, their struggling newlywed
years, Johnny's first record deal with Sun Records (alongside Elvis Presley), his
astounding rise to stardom, and his well-known battles with pills and the law.
Vivian decided that, near the end of her life and with backing from Johnny, she
should tell the whole story, even the parts at odds with the iconic Cash family
image such as Johnny's drug problems; Vivian's confrontation with June Carter
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about her affair with Johnny and, most sensationally, the Cash family secret of
June's lifelong addiction to drugs and the events leading up to her death. Also
revealed are unpublished love letters between the couple, family photographs
and artefacts. I Walked the Line is a powerful memoir of joy and happiness,
injustice and triumph and is an essential read for all Cash fans.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of modern medicine and
bioethics—and, indeed, race relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM
HBO® STARRING OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF THE
“MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND “BEST” (THE
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S
50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER
OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book
Review • Entertainment Weekly • O: The Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial
Times • New York • Independent (U.K.) • Times (U.K.) • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name was
Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern
tobacco farmer who worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet her
cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in
medicine: The first “immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are still alive
today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years. HeLa cells were vital
for developing the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets of cancer, viruses, and the
atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to important advances like in vitro fertilization,
cloning, and gene mapping; and have been bought and sold by the billions. Yet
Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave.
Henrietta’s family did not learn of her “immortality” until more than twenty years
after her death, when scientists investigating HeLa began using her husband and
children in research without informed consent. And though the cells had launched
a multimillion-dollar industry that sells human biological materials, her family
never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca Skloot so brilliantly shows, the story of
the Lacks family—past and present—is inextricably connected to the dark history of
experimentation on African Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles
over whether we control the stuff we are made of. Over the decade it took to
uncover this story, Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
family—especially Henrietta’s daughter Deborah. Deborah was consumed with
questions: Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they killed her to harvest her
cells? And if her mother was so important to medicine, why couldn’t her children
afford health insurance? Intimate in feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible
to put down, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the beauty and drama
of scientific discovery, as well as its human consequences.
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! A man returns to the town where
a baffling murder took place 27 years earlier, determined to get to the bottom of
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the story. Just hours after marrying the beautiful Angela Vicario, everyone
agrees, Bayardo San Roman returned his bride in disgrace to her parents. Her
distraught family forced her to name her first lover; and her twin brothers
announced their intention to murder Santiago Nasar for dishonoring their sister.
Yet if everyone knew the murder was going to happen, why did no one intervene
to stop it? The more that is learned, the less is understood, and as the story
races to its inexplicable conclusion, an entire society--not just a pair of
murderers—is put on trial. Gabriel García Márquez was born in Colombia in 1927.
He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1982. He is the author of many
works of fiction and nonfiction, including One Hundred Years of Solitude, Love In
The Time Cholera, The Autumn Of The Patriarch, The General In His Labyrinth,
and News Of A Kidnapping. He died in 2014.
Covering all access levels, from the new beginner to the more experienced
researcher, the Encyclopedia introduces the reader to a comprehensive master
class in solving the mysteries of your personal heritage, starting with advice
about the very first steps, how to build up a research plan by combining written
word with new media applications, before providing a detailed explanation of the
various sources you will encounter when trying to flesh out your ancestor's
lives.The Encyclopedia is sectional, reflecting the different needs of a range of
potential users. Yet each section will remain a stand-alone reference article, so
that the reader can pick and mix according to need, including:,*Getting StartedAn
expanded 'getting started' section, with a comprehensive guide to the most
important records that most researchers will use when they begin to build their
family tree.,*Going FurtherHaving built your family tree, the next stage of work is
to put flesh on the bones, in the way Who Do You Think You Are provides a
journey into the social history of each family. The Encyclopedia will deliver a
combination of historical context with practical advice about the sources you will
need to investigate to complete the research in each topic.,*Surname
databaseAn increasingly popular element of family history is the search for
common ancestors from a distinct surname group. Advice about linking to clan
histories, surname history societies and how to find missing ancestors is
provided, along with a comprehensive guide to the meanings behind the most
popular surnames in the UK.Accompanying the book is a dedicated microsite that
provides support, online advice and unique services for users of the book,
including streamed and exclusive footage from the award winning BBC series
and an opportunity to upload your information into the National Memorybank.
Elaborate strands of flowers, dramatic Art Deco designs, ethereal rings of angels
— this affordable volume offers endless inspiration to professional and amateur
artists alike with more than 200 color and black-and-white designs. Painstakingly
selected from a vast archive of rare artwork, these images are reproduced
according to the highest standards.
Suffused with eroticism and focusing on the corrupting influence of power, The
Monk pioneered a shocking new form of Gothic novel, where elements such as
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mob violence, incest and brutal murders replaced the gentler horrors of earlier
practitioners of the genre such as Horace Walpole and Ann Radcliffe.Alma
Classics is committed to making available a wide range of literature from around
the globe. Most of the titles are enriched by an extensive critical apparatus, notes
and extra reading material, as well as a selection of photographs. The texts are
based on the most authoritative edition and edited using a fresh, accessible
editorial approach. With an emphasis on production, editorial and typographical
values, Alma Classics aspires to revitalize the whole experience of reading
classics.
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand."---Randy
Pausch A lot of professors give talks titled "The Last Lecture." Professors are
asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what matters most to them.
And while they speak, audiences can't help but mull the same question: What
wisdom would we impart to the world if we knew it was our last chance? If we
had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our legacy? When Randy
Pausch, a computer science professor at Carnegie Mellon, was asked to give
such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he had recently been
diagnosed with terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your
Childhood Dreams"--wasn't about dying. It was about the importance of
overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing every moment
(because "time is all you have...and you may find one day that you have less
than you think"). It was a summation of everything Randy had come to believe. It
was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the humor,
inspiration and intelligence that made his lecture such a phenomenon and given
it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come.
The formal sciences, particularly mathematics, have had a profound influence on
the development of linguistics. This insightful overview looks at techniques that
were introduced in the fields of mathematics, logic and philosophy during the
twentieth century, and explores their effect on the work of various linguists. In
particular, it discusses the 'foundations crisis' that destabilised mathematics at
the start of the twentieth century, the numerous related movements which sought
to respond to this crisis, and how they influenced the development of syntactic
theory in the 1950s. The book concludes by discussing the resulting major
consequences for syntactic theory, and provides a detailed reassessment of
Chomsky's early work at the advent of Generative Grammar. Informative and
revealing, this book will be invaluable to all those working in formal linguistics, in
particular those interested in its history and development.
From Junk Food to Joy FoodAll the Foods You Love to Eat...Only BetterHay
House, Inc
An account of the architecture, sculpture, paintings and associated festivals of
the great Vaisn ava shrine of Jagannatha at Puri in Orissa, on the east coast of
India, together with a new analysis of the origin of the icons of the Triad.
‘A Khushwant Singh short story is not flamboyant but modest, restrained, well-
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crafted...Perhaps his greatest gift as a writer is a wonderful particularity of
description’—London Magazine Khushwant Singh first established his reputation
as a writer through the short story. His stories—wry, poignant, erotic and, above
all, human—bear testimony to Khushwant Singh’s remarkable range and his
ability to create an unforgettable PBI - World. Spanning over half a century, this
volume contains all the short stories Khushwant Singh has ever written, including
the delightfully tongue-in-cheek ‘The Maharani of Chootiapuram’, written in
2008. ‘Khushwant’s stories enthrall...[He has]an ability akin to that of Somerset
Maugham...the ability to entertain intelligently’—PBI - India Today ‘His stories are
better than [those of] any PBI - Indian writing in English—Times of PBI - India
‘The Collected Short Stories leaves the reader in a delightful, inebriated
trance’—Sunday Chronicle ‘He is not an ordinary short story writer...[Collected
Stories] is delightful reading’—Hindustan Times
What would you change if you could travel back in time? Down a small alleyway
in the heart of Tokyo, there’s an underground café that’s been serving carefully
brewed coffee for over a hundred years. Local legend says that this shop offers
its customers something else besides coffee—the chance to travel back in time.
The rules, however, are far from simple: you must sit in one particular seat, and
you can’t venture outside the café, nor can you change the present. And, most
important, you only have the time it takes to drink a hot cup of coffee—or risk
getting stuck forever. Over the course of one summer, four customers visit the
café in the hopes of traveling to another time: a heartbroken lover looking for
closure, a nurse with a mysterious letter from her husband, a waitress hoping to
say one last goodbye and a mother whose child she may never get the chance to
know. Heartwarming, wistful and delightfully quirky, Before the Coffee Gets Cold
explores the intersecting lives of four women who come together in one
extraordinary café, where the service may not be quick, but the opportunities are
endless.
Fundamentals of Web Development covers the broad range of topics required for
modern web development (both client- and server-side) and is appropriate for students
who have taken a CS1 course sequence. The book guides students through the
creation of enterprise-quality websites using current development frameworks, its
comprehensive coverage of a modern internet development platform¿includes HTML5,
CSS3, Javascript, and the LAMP stack (that is, Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP).
Other important technologies covered include jQuery, XML, WordPress, Bootstrap, and
a variety of third-party APIs that include Facebook, Twitter, and Google and Bing Maps.
Coverage also includes the required ACM web development topics in a modern manner
closely aligned with best practices in the real world¿of web development. ¿ Teaching
and Learning Experience Help students master the fundamentals of web
development:¿A true grasp of web development requires an understanding of both the
foundations of the web and current web development practices. Support learning
outcomes in various teaching scenarios:¿This book allows instructors to chart their own
unique way through the topics that make up contemporary web development.
A quick reference book with definitions for troublesome or unfamiliar words
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encountered in the genealogy research process.
Why are so many people unhappy on-the-job? . As many as 7 out of 10 Americans are
currently dissatisfied with their careers. . Expensive college degrees are seen by our
society as a requirement to enter the American workforce. Yet, many students fail to
graduate with the skills and knowedge necessary to embark on a satisfying career
path.The result is an unprepared individual, saddled with debt, and frustrated with a
system that has left them hanging with respect to making good career decisions. . The
concept of work-life balance continues to elude our society as thousands of workers
complain of 'living to work' instead of 'working to live.' It's no secret that career
satisfaction eludes much of the American working population, but what's worse is the
lack of resources and coaching to help today's employee find the career satisfaction
they seek. In this innovative, step-by-step guide, workplace expert, professional
development specialist, and nationally syndicated career advice columnist, J.T.
O'Donnell (www.jtodonnell.com) unlocks the secrets to working smarter when it comes
to creating a career you can get excited about.With more than 15 years experience,
having coached thousands of individuals, O'Donnell will show you how to develop an
authentic definition of professional success that will get you results. Here's what
readers have to say: Her strategic approach really helped me flesh out what traits and
experience I brought to the table for a potential employer in a different field. Her
methods, encouragement and continued support have led me to find the right career
path.- Helen D. I hated my job, wanted out, and didn't know where to begin. I had a
decision to make: I could continue on the track to working my 9-5 job in front of a desk
and let it define me and make me miserable, or look for something different.
J.T.showed me that it's not your job that defines you at all;it's you who defines your job.
She worked with me to figure out my strengths and work on my weaknesses.
J.T.helped me learn that who I am is far more than the paycheck I bring in. Through
that exploration of my own real desires, J.T.helped me to realize that I needed a far
more creative outlet to be successful in. I can truly say that without J.T.'s help, I
certainly would not be where I am today. I'm more aware of my life and the people in
it...I absolutely love my job and really feel successful. I owe an immense amount of
gratitude to J.T. for getting me to this place in my life. - Danielle H. The information in
this book is so on target, I wish I'd found it earlier in my career.I can't begin to express
what it is like to have finally found not just the reasons, but the solutions, to my past
career disappointments.- John T.
World-renowned economist Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of the
World Economic Forum, explains that we have an opportunity to shape the fourth
industrial revolution, which will fundamentally alter how we live and work. Schwab
argues that this revolution is different in scale, scope and complexity from any that have
come before. Characterized by a range of new technologies that are fusing the
physical, digital and biological worlds, the developments are affecting all disciplines,
economies, industries and governments, and even challenging ideas about what it
means to be human. Artificial intelligence is already all around us, from
supercomputers, drones and virtual assistants to 3D printing, DNA sequencing, smart
thermostats, wearable sensors and microchips smaller than a grain of sand. But this is
just the beginning: nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a million times
thinner than a strand of hair and the first transplant of a 3D printed liver are already in
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development. Imagine "smart factories" in which global systems of manufacturing are
coordinated virtually, or implantable mobile phones made of biosynthetic materials. The
fourth industrial revolution, says Schwab, is more significant, and its ramifications more
profound, than in any prior period of human history. He outlines the key technologies
driving this revolution and discusses the major impacts expected on government,
business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also offers bold ideas on how to harness
these changes and shape a better future--one in which technology empowers people
rather than replaces them; progress serves society rather than disrupts it; and in which
innovators respect moral and ethical boundaries rather than cross them. We all have
the opportunity to contribute to developing new frameworks that advance progress.
"Two carrots up to Joy for her new book, From Junk Food To Joy Food. These recipes
really are amazing and no one dishes them up with more JOY!!"—Kathie Lee Gifford and
Hoda Kotb, co-hosts of NBC’s the Today showThink weight loss has to mean saying
farewell to all your fattening favorites? French toast? Cinnamon buns? Bacon
cheeseburgers? Buffalo wings? What about grilled cheese sandwiches and fettuccine
Alfredo? Or pumpkin pie, brownies, and chocolate ice cream? It seems absurd—even
unfair—that you should have to drop these from your diet just to drop a few pounds.
Well, hang onto your fork…because now you don’t have to give up any of these
indulgent dishes!In From Junk Food to Joy Food, New York Times best-selling author
and Today show nutritionist Joy Bauer transforms your favorite foods from junky to
joyful. Using smart substitutions and innovative combinations, Joy shows you how to
preserve taste while cutting calories, fat, sugar, and carbs, so you can enjoy slimmed-
down, more nutrient-packed versions of the foods you love. Instead of feeling bloated,
heavy, and lethargic, you’ll feel lighter, energized, and healthy. It’s a delicious dream
come true!Feeling skeptical about skinny spins of classic dishes like mac and cheese
and cheesecake? All the recipes have been tested—and retested—by Joy’s family,
friends, and neighbors (and then some). The dishes that made it into this book did so
only after they received the coveted two thumbs up from everyone who sampled
them—including Joy’s three children and their picky friends. In other words, these recipe
re-dos passed with flying colors when compared to their more caloric counterparts. So
you can dive right in without an ounce of guilt!With more than 115 recipes covering
breakfast to dessert—plus everything in between—From Junk Food to Joy Food will show
you that you don’t have to sacrifice taste to eat well. These slimmer spins will leave
you feeling and looking great!
Acclaimed worldwide as the definitive biography of the Prophet Muhammad in the
English language, Martin Lings' Muhammad: His Life Based to the Earliest Sources is
unlike any other. Based on Arabic sources of the eighth and ninth centuries, of which
some important passages are translated here for the first time, it owes the freshness
and directness of its approach to the words of men and women who heard Muhammad
speak and witnessed the events of his life. Martin Lings has an unusual gift for
narrative. He has adopted a style which is at once extremely readable and reflects both
the simplicity and grandeur of the story. The result is a book which will be read with
equal enjoyment by those already familiar with Muhammad's life and those coming to it
for the first time. Muhammad: His Life Based to the Earliest Sources was given an
award by the government of Pakistan, and selected as the best biography of the
Prophet in English at the National Seerat Conference in Islamabad in 1983.
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Introduction and explanation of each print by the artist.
Building on the success of the first edition, UMTS Networks second edition allows
readers to continue their journey through UMTS up to the latest 3GPP
standardization phase, Release 5. Containing revised, updated and brand new
material, it provides a comprehensive view on the UMTS network architecture
and its latest developments. Accompanied by numerous illustrations, the practical
approach of the book benefits from the authors’ pioneering research and training
in this field. Provides a broad yet detailed overview of the latest worldwide
developments in UMTS technology. Includes brand new sections on the IP
Multimedia Subsystem and High Speed Downlink Packet Access according to
3GPP Release 5 specifications. Contains heavily revised sections on the
evolution from GSM to UMTS Multi-access, the UMTS Radio Access Network,
the UMTS Core Network and services. Includes updated versions on services in
the UMTS environment, security in the UMTS environment and UMTS protocols.
Illustrates all points with cutting-edge practical examples gleaned from the
authors’ research and training at the forefront of UMTS. The illustrative, hands-
on approach will appeal to operators, equipment vendors, systems designers,
developers and marketing professionals who require comprehensive, practical
information on the latest developments in UMTS. This second edition will also
benefit students and researchers in the field of mobile networking.
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to
Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our
time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial
oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of
his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-
century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling
and inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National
Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was
instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority
rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights and
racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's
greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and
ultimate triumph.
The story tells of the efforts of a nervous and excitable man who starts to
propose to an attractive young woman, but who gets into a tremendous quarrel
over a boundary line.
The civil war between the Sri Lankan state and Tamil militants, which ended in
2009, lasted more than three decades and led to mass migration, mainly to India,
Canada, England, and continental Europe. In Marrying for a Future, Sidharthan
Maunaguru argues that the social institution of marriage has emerged as a
critical means of building alliances between dispersed segments of Tamil
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communities, allowing scattered groups to reunite across national borders.
Maunaguru explores how these fragmented communities were rekindled by
connections fostered by key participants in and elements of the marriage
process, such as wedding photographers, marriage brokers, legal documents,
and transit places. Marrying for a Future contributes to transnational and
diaspora marriage studies by looking at the temporary spaces through which
migrants and refugees travel in addition to their home and host countries. It
provides a new conceptual framework for studies on kinship and marriage and
addresses a community that has been separated across borders as a result of
war.
Never feel helpless again! A loved one is sick, your friend was just in an accident,
a family member is facing an emotional crisis.... Have you ever desperately
longed to reach out your hand and bring healing to these needs? At times, our
hearts ache with the desire to help, but either we don’t know how, or we are
afraid and stop short. The truth is, the Holy Spirit within you is ready to heal the
sick! Charles and Frances Hunter present solid, biblically based methods of
healing that can bring not only physical health but also spiritual health and
abundant life to you, your family, and everyone around you.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-
advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then
hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional
(even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure
to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred
review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule
and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
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navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry,
author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
Political corruption is one of the globe's most pressing yet seemingly permanent
problems. It is a root cause of low growth and inequality, and plagues numerous
nations throughout the world in varying degrees. In Political Parties, Business
Groups, and Corruption in Developing Countries, Vineeta Yadav tackles the
puzzle of corruption by analyzing the role that business lobbying plays in it. She
shows that the structure of a developing nation's legislative institutions frequently
determines whether such institutions promote or restrain corruption. Combining
focused studies of legislative institutions and business groups in India and Brazil
with a broader survey of corruption in sixty four developing democracies, Yadav
shows how systems with powerful parties rather than ones with powerful
individual legislators encourage the most corruption. A rigorous comparative
examination of the connections between political institutions, lobbying, and
corruption, this work will reshape our understanding of how developing country
democracies can both discourage and encourage bribery, vote buying, and
influence peddling.
Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve Jobs, as well as interviews with family
members, friends, competitors, and colleagues to offer a look at the co-founder and
leading creative force behind the Apple computer company.
You are deeper than your life shows, and you know it. You are more loving than your
relationships allow, more brilliant than your career suggests. In your secret depth of
being, you are infinite, creative, boundless and utterly unable to press your full glory
into the world. Or so it seems. In Blue Truth, David Deida presents a treasury of skills
and insights for uncovering and offering your true heart of purpose, passion, and
unquenchable love. In Part One, Deida shows you how to open as the entirety of the
moment, feeling as deep inside and as far outside as you can, for as long as now
opens. In Part Two, he reveals how to walk this path in the wilderness of intimate
relationship, illuminating the art and play of sexual gifting, including how to expertly
navigate the tangle of anger, jealousy, fear, lust, and much, much more. “Knowing the
truth is fairly useless; feeling it is profound; living it makes all the difference,” teaches
David Deida. With Blue Truth, you have an unprecedented guide for living your own
deep truth, and awakening “as the bare openness you are, in the free offering of love to
all.” Blue Truth was named by Spirituality & Health Magazine (June 2006 issue) as one
of the Best Spiritual Books of 2005, in the Personal Growth category. Praise “Blue
Truth is a brilliant book, absolutely gorgeous. Ancient wisdom on sacred sexuality, freed
of historical and cultural trappings, glows from these pages in exhilarating, luminous
prose. Deida brilliantly lays bare the hidden psychology of feminine and masculine and
offers clear instructions for tapping into our deepest core and achieving true harmony
through sexual intimacy. I feel that Deida has reached a new level of poetic genius in
his writing, and his understanding of feminine psychology astounds me. I am just
knocked out by this book.” —Miranda Shaw, PhD, author of Passionate Enlightenment:
Women in Tantric Buddhism “David Deida is in the dynamic living oral tradition of
maverick spiritual teachers who, like free-jazz musicians, can riff directly on Reality,
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outside of established forms. Mark my words: in a future that I hope is not too far off,
David Deida’s original Western Dharma will be widely known as one of the most
sublime and accessible expressions of the essence of spiritual practice that is freely
offered today.” —Lama Surya Das, bestselling author of Awakening the Buddha Within
“The openness, the love! What lively new language David Deida finds for the
unsayable.” —Coleman Barks, author of The Essential Rumi
LI YAN AND MARGARET CAMPBELL RETURN IN A NEW SHORT STORY, YEARS
AFTER THE DRAMATIC CONCLUSION OF CHINESE WHISPERS. "I saw your
missing girl at a ghost wedding last week. She was the bride." It has been a whirlwind
few years for Li Yan and Margaret Campbell. Nowadays, both are busy juggling their
huge professional workloads - Li as the newly promoted chief of Beijing's serious crime
squad, and Campbell as lecturer at the University of Public Security - with the day-to-
day raising of their young son, Li Jon. When a desperate mother appeals to Campbell's
own maternal instincts, Li agrees to look into the disappearance of a 17-year-old Beijing
girl, Jiang Meilin. Yet Li's investigation soon turns from a favor into a full-scale murder
enquiry. And when he receives an anonymous note he learns Jiang Meilin's death is
tied to a dangerous underground trade, and a dark marital rite from China's past.
This fully revised second edition of Rosemary Wenzerul's lively and informative guide to
researching Jewish history will be absorbing reading for anyone who wants to find out
about the life of a Jewish ancestor. In a clear and accessible way she takes readers
through the entire process of research. She provides a brief social history of the Jewish
presence in Britain and looks at practical issues of research – how to get started, how
to organize the work, how to construct a family tree and how to use the information
obtained to tell the story of a family. In addition she describes, in practical detail, the
many sources that researchers can go to for information on their ancestors, their
families and Jewish history.
An exploration of the history, religion, and folklore of the N?ths, a Hindu lineage known
for Hatha yoga practice. This book provides a remarkable range of information on the
history, religion, and folklore of the N?th Yogis. A Hindu lineage prominent in North
India since the eleventh century, N?ths are well-known as adepts of Hatha yoga and
alchemical practices said to increase longevity. Long a heterogeneous group, some
N?ths are ascetics and some are householders; some are dedicated to personified
forms of Shiva, others to a formless god, still others to Vishnu. The essays in the first
part of the book deal with the history and historiography of the N?ths, their literature,
and their relationships with other religious movements in India. Essays in the second
part discuss the legends and folklore of the N?ths and provide an exploration of their
religious ideas. Contributors to the volume depict a variety of local areas where this
lineage is prominent and highlight how the N?ths have been a link between religious,
metaphysical, and even medical traditions in India. “This book has three merits: it
fosters the interest in N?ths, it provides a summative evaluation of previous studies and
it presents on-going research … The many approaches … used in this book may give the
impression of an intimidating and somehow discordant pluralism of interpretations. This
reviewer, however, found such richness fitting the multifaceted essence of N?thism
itself.” — Fabrizio M. Ferrari, Religions of South Asia “Several of the contributions cast
new and important light on specific aspects of the N?ths and will be of great interest to
scholars and students of a variety of Indian religious traditions.” — Religious Studies
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Review “There is no book on the market now that can compete directly with this
volume. It brings out new data for a fresh understanding of the religious landscape of
medieval India.” — Pashaura Singh, author of Life and Work of Guru Arjan “Yogi
Heroes and Poets expands our knowledge of historical, textual, and ethnographic
issues related to the N?th Yogis. These essays provide a strong sense of the context
that helped them emerge, as well as their later evolution.” — Gurinder Singh Mann,
author of The Making of Sikh Scripture
Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the
environment of the familyâ€"which includes all primary caregiversâ€"are at the
foundation of children's well- being and healthy development. From birth, children are
learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their lives to protect and care
for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than during the earliest years of
life, when a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his
experiences are created and shaped by parents and the family environment. Parents
help children build and refine their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their
health and well-being during childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also
impacts parents themselves. For instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to
parents' lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions, including
feelings of happiness, sadness, fulfillment, and anger. Parenting of young children
today takes place in the context of significant ongoing developments. These include: a
rapidly growing body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for programs
and services for families, changing demographics of the U.S. population, and greater
diversity of family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by
technology and increased access to information about parenting. Parenting Matters
identifies parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted
strategies used in a variety of settings that have been effective with parents of young
children and that support the identified knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers
to and facilitators for parents' use of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as
well as their participation in effective programs and services. This report makes
recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale
adoption of effective programs and services for parents and on areas that warrant
further research to inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a roadmap for the
future of parenting policy, research, and practice in the United States.
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